COMPANY PROFILE

PT Beta Pramesti has been providing industries in Indonesia
with water and wastewater treatment solutions for over 25
years. The company started as the exclusive distributor of
Hydro-Chem boiler and cooling tower chemicals from Australia
in 1985.
Comprising of more than 150 full time employees, Beta
Pramesti services its customers through its network of five
offices in Indonesia: Jakarta, Samarinda, Banjarmasin, Jambi
and Surabaya. The company is certified to ISO 9001:2008 and
runs SAP for project costing and resource planning.
Beta Pramesti manufactures pre-engineered and custom
fabricated equipment under the BETAQUA brand. These
BETAQUA units are used in diverse applications from desalinating water for Indonesia’s largest recreation park to Surabaya airports, water purification for boilers in power plants, and
special applications such as decolorizing sugar, condensate
polishing and recycling industrial wastewater.
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COMPLETE WORKSHOP FACILITIES
All of our BETAQUA equipment are fabricated in our workshop in Cikupa, Tangerang. The facility consists of three fabrication workshops and two finishing sheds for rubber and fiber lining work. Workshop 1 fabricates skidded systems such
as Reverse Osmosis and Ultrafiltration. Workshop 2 fabricates both skidded systems and pressure vessels for filtration
and atmospheric storage vessels. Workshop 3 prepares the metal sheets for fabrication. Shed 1 is where rubber lining is
performed with steam facilities, and Shed 2 fabricates fiber tanks as well as provides space for fiber lining finishing.
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WATER TREATMENT
The Water Treatment division of Beta Pramesti treats surface water (both river and seawater) and subsurface water (such as well water) to the customer specification. These water are usually treated for removal
of suspended solids using conventional clarifiers or ultrafiltration systems. Further treatment may utilize
hardness/iron/organic removal, as well as other less common contaminants. Reverse Osmosis may be used
to increase the quality of the water, and for certain customers, mixed bed systems or electrodeionization
systems are used. Beta Pramesti manufactures and assembles all these components using the highest
quality components in our own manufacturing facility to ensure complete product quality and quick turn
around time.

WEB BASED MONITORING
Internet Monitoring For Water Systems
BETAQUA Premium range of equipment include a web based monitoring developed internally by our engineers. This allows the customer as well as our engineering team to monitor BETAQUA equipment using web browsers from
anywhere in the world. Water/wastewater system data such as flow, dissolved
oxygen, conductivity, turbidity, pressures and pH are logged and stored in a
server with redundant storage, protected by strong encryption.
BY:

Internet Monitoring For Water Systems

SYSTEM MAINTENANCE
The Profesional service division of Beta Pramesti handles servicing of our systems as well as
systems built by other. Initially a cooling tower and boiler chemical maintenance division, it
expended off to handle complete maintenance of our Reverse Osmosis, Ultrafiltration,
Biological Treatment and other systems. Covering all the maintenance aspects including
media replacement, chemical consumables and crucial parameter monitoring, the customer
is presented with a cost efficient system with fixed and predictable operating cost.

Our Team

When one of the parameter is out of range, for example when conductivity is
above a certain limit, or when emergency button is pressed, an email/SMS will be
sent within minutes, providing around the clock management by exception.

WASTEWATER TREATMENT
The Wastewater Treatment division of Beta
Pramesti treats industrial and commercial waste
(such as domestic sewage waste) to the current
regulation or better. These wastewater are usually
treated for solids removal using conventional clarification and further treatment may involve biological
oxygen demand (BOD) removal using biological
methods or other hazardous contaminants by
settling/absorption. More efficient systems using
BETAQUA Membrane Bio Reactors are becoming
more and more commonly used because of the low
sludge production and higher quality effluent. It is
now possible to recycle some of the water for reuse.
Similar to the water treatment systems, Beta
Pramesti also manufactures and assembles all
these systems under the BETAQUA brand.

ELECTRICAL AND CONTROL SYSTEMS
Our ECS division assembles our own panels and do
our own PLC Programming. This ensures any
changes or customization required by our customers
can be performed quickly by our own in house PLC
programmers and electrical engineers. Troubleshooting time is also cut down drastically as all of our
control systems are designed by our process engineers working with our in house programmers.

Beta Pramesti runs
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MAIN OFFICE
Jl. Matraman Raya No. 169
JAKARTA 13140
Phone: 021 - 858 0838
Fax: 021 - 858 1270
E-mail: sales@beta.co.id

SAMARINDA

BANJARMASIN

JAMBI

JI. Ahmad Yani II No. 5
SAMARINDA 75117
Phone: 0541 - 202 209/202 334
Fax: 0541 - 770 935
E-mail: samarinda@beta.co.id

Jl. Veteran Komplek A. Yani
Ruko No.88
BANJARMASIN 70237
Phone: 0541 - 3254 372
Fax: 0541 - 3254 372
E-mail: banjarmasin@beta.co.id

JI. Brig. Jend. Katamso No. 68A
Tanjung Pinang
JAMBI 36146
Phone/Fax: 0741 - 33315
E-mail: jambi@beta.co.id

or visit our website: www.beta.co.id

SURABAYA
Wonokitri Indah S - 36
JI. May. Jend. Sungkono
SURABAYA 60224
Phone: 031 - 568 9677/562 0874
Fax: 031 - 568 4363
E-mail: surabaya@beta.co.id

